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ABSTRACT
The data from the Nobeyama Radio Observatory 45 m telescope Galactic Center CO survey have been
analyzed to generate a compilation of molecular clouds with intense CO emission in this region. Clouds are
identified in an automated manner throughout the main part of the survey data for all CO emission peaks
exceeding 10 K (T ∗R).
Correlations between the size, velocity dispersion, virial mass, and the CO luminosity, for the molecular
clouds in the Galactic center were shown. We diagnosed gravitational stabilities of identified clouds assuming
that the disk clouds are nearly at the onset of gravitational instability. Most of the clouds and cloud
complexes in the Galactic center are gravitationally stable, while some clouds with intense CO emission are
gravitationally unstable.
INTRODUCTION
The structure and statistical properties of molecular clouds could be important clues to understanding
the mechanisms of formation and evolution of molecular clouds, and formation of stars within them. The
identification of molecular clouds in the Galactic disk has shown their size and mass spectra, as well as
correlations between the size, velocity dispersion, virial mass, and the CO luminosity, (Scoville et al. 1987;
Solomon et al. 1987; Dame et al. 1986).
Molecular clouds in the central 500 pc of the Galaxy are characterized by large velocity widths, high
temperaure, and high density, which differ considerably from those in the Galactic disk (see e.g., Gu¨sten
1989, and references therein). It must be meaningful to compare the gross properties of molecular clouds in
this highly turbulent region with those in the Galactic disk.
The recently completed large-scale, high resolution CO J=1–0 survey of the Galactic center with the NRO
45 m telescope provides extensive data sets which are ideal for studies of cloud properties (Oka et al.
1998b). Here we present preliminary results of the analyses based on cloud identification and discuss their
gravitational stabilities. The distance to the Galactic center was assumed to be D=8.5 kpc.
CLOUD DEFINITION
A (l, b, V ) 3-dimensional CO data cube which covers the region −0.8◦≤ l≤+1.7◦, −0.38◦≤b≤+0.38◦, |VLSR|≤
200 km s−1 was used for the cloud search. The data were smoothed to a 60′′ spatial and a 2 km s−1 velocity
resolution (FWHM), and resampled onto a 34′′×34′′×2 km s−1 grid.
Clouds are defined as topologically closed surfaces
of antenna temperature in (l, b, V ) space. We took
three boundary threshold intensities Tmin=5, 7.5, 10
K, and required minimum peak temperatures twice
the thresholds, Tpeak≥10, 15, 20 K, respectively.
We identified 165 clouds in the 45 m data set. Al-
though some clouds appear repeatedly at different
thresholds, we leave them as separate entries to see
cloud properties of various scales. Clouds with peak
velocities between −60 and +20 km s−1 are excluded
from the analyses to avoid the severe contamination
of molecular gas in the Galactic disk. The same
procedure has been applied also for the more exten-
sive CO data obtained by the 1.2 m Southern mm-
wave telescope at CTIO (Bitran et al. 1997), with
Tmin = 1, 2.5 K and Tpeak ≥ 2, 5 K, respectively. 47
clouds are identified in the 1.2 m data set.
CLOUD PROPERTIES
Figure 1 shows a size (S≡Dtan√σlσb) versus veloc-
ity dispersion (σV ) plot for the GC clouds with the
same plot for the disk clouds. Almost all the GC
clouds identified have larger velocity widths above
the S-σV line of the disk clouds. A linear least-
squares regression in the log leads to the result
σV = 2.7
+0.4
−0.3 S
0.48±0.07 (km s−1), (1)
for the 45 m GC clouds.
Figure 2 shows a plot of CO total luminosity (LCO≡
D2
∫∫∫
T ∗RdΩdV ) versus virial theorem mass (MVT≡
3fpSσ
2
V /G) for the GC clouds with the same plot
for the disk clouds. Again, most of the GC clouds
identified have larger virial theorem masses above the
LCO-MVT line of the disk clouds. A linear least-
squares regression leads to the result
MVT = 56
+29
−19 (LCO)
0.85±0.04 (M⊙), (2)
for the 45 m GC clouds. MVT-LCO loci of less lumi-
nous GC clouds are similar to the disk clouds, while
they shift upward with increasing LCO and with in-
creasing dispersion in MVT.
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Fig.1 — S-σV plot is shown for the clouds identified both in
the 45 m (filled circles) and 1.2 m (open circles) data sets, with
the same plots for the disk clouds (dots, Solomon et al. 1987)
and the large GC clouds identified manually in the CO J=2–1
survey data (crosses, Oka et al. 1998a). Best fit lines to the
data sets of Solomon et al. (1987) and of Oka et al. (1998a)
are also shown.
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Fig.2 — LCO-MVT plot is shown for the GC clouds and the
disk clouds. Marks are the same as Fig.1. Best fit lines derived
by Solomon et al. (1987) and by Oka et al. (1998a) are also
shown.
CLOUD IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH EXTERNAL PRESSURE
The larger MVT values of the GC clouds than those of the disk clouds with the same LCO can not be solved
by introducing a large CO-to-H2 conversion factor, since γ-ray (Blitz et al. 1985), far-infrared (Sodroski
et al. 1995), and X-ray observations (Sakano et al. 1997) all suggest a CO-to-H2 conversion factor in the
Galactic center smaller than the standard value.
The virial equation for a spherically symmetric non-magnetic cloud in an equilibrium state.
3σ2VM − a
GM2
R
= 4piR3p (3)
gives two equilibrium masses,
MVT = αM0, (4)
α = α± ≡ (1±
√
1− β)/2 (5)
where β = 16piaR2p/9σ4V , and M0 = 3Rσ
2
V /G is the
commonly used virial theorem mass. For an isother-
mal cloud, an equilibrium state with α=α+ (> 1/2)
is gravitationally unstable and with α= α− (< 1/2)
is gravitationally stable.
For an opaque cloud with uniform CO brightness of
TCO, total CO luminosity can be expressed as LCO=
2piR2TCOσV . From this expression, and equating the
virial mass MVT = αM0 to (4/3)piR
3ρ, where ρ is
the mean mass density, we get the linear LCO-MVT
relation,
M0 = α
−
1
2
[(
ρ
piaG
) 1
2 1
TCO
]
LCO. (6)
On the other hand, the total molecular mass includ-
ing the helium correction 1.36 is written as
M = 2.2 × 10−20XLCO (M⊙) (7)
where LCO is in K km s
−1 pc2 and introducing the
CO-to-H2 conversion factor X ≡N(H2)/ICO. Using
the virial mass MVT = αM0 as the total molecular
mass, and comparing eqs.(6) and (7), we get
M0 = 2.2 × 10−20α−
1
2X0LCO. (8)
The large variation in LCO-MVT relation is explained
by choosing different α in the eq.(8) for each region
or scale (Oka et al. 1998a).
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Fig.3 — Distributions of α are shown for the 45 m GC clouds
identified at boundary intensities (a) 5 K, (b) 7.5 K, and (c)
10 K, respectively. Broken lines show the critical state for
gravitational instability, α=1/2.
GRAVITATIONAL STABILITIES OF MOLECULAR CLOUDS
Assuming that the disk clouds are nearly at the onset of gravitational instability (e.g., Chie`ze 1987), α=
1/2 (β = 1), we get X0 = 1.6 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1, and X = 1.2 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1 for the
disk clouds, which is similar to that derived for the Orion molecular clouds from γ-ray observations (Digel,
Hunter, & Mukherjee 1995).
Gravitational stability of each GC cloud can be diagnosed using the above X0. Fig.3 shows the distributions
of α for the 45 m GC clouds identified at three boundary thresholds. The distribution of α shifts upward
with increasing Tmin. Clouds identified at Tmin = 7.5, 10 K contain a larger percentage of gravitationally
unstable (α>1/2) clouds than those at Tmin=5 K. This means that clouds with intense CO emission tend
to be gravitationally unstable, while most clouds with less intense emission and the complexes of clouds are
gravitationally stable.
Fig.4 shows the l-V distributions of the GC 45 m clouds with three α ranges. It is evident that gravita-
tionally unstable (α> 1/2) clouds follow the main ridge of intense CO emission, part of which defines two
rigidly-rotating molecular arms (Sofue 1995). Clouds with 0.05≤ α< 0.5 exhibit a distribution similar to
gravitationally unstable clouds, favoring the main ridge of CO emission with a slight dispersion. On the
other hand, clouds with α < 0.05 spread over the l-V plane. These results suggest that mechanisms such
as orbit crowding at the inner Lindblad resonance may play a role to promote gravitational instability of
clouds and subsequent star formation.
Fig.4 — The l-V distribution of the 45 m GC clouds with (a) α≥0.5, (b) 0.05≤α<0.5, and (c) α<0.05. Sizes of circles denote
their CO luminosities, LCO =10
3−4,104−5,105−6,106−7 K km s−1 pc2, with increasing size, respectively. Shaded areas denote
Sofue’s molecular arm I–IV. Broken lines show the l-V loci of the Galactic arms.
CONCLUSIONS
The major results of our analyses are the following:
1. The velocity width of clouds in the Galactic center region correlates with their size in the same way as
those of the disk clouds, S∝σ0.5V . The size−line-width coefficient (σV /S0.5) of the GC clouds is about 2.5
times larger than that of the disk clouds.
2. The CO luminosity-virial theorem mass law for the GC clouds is MVT∝ (LCO)0.85, which is also similar
to that of the disk clouds. Most of the GC clouds identified have larger virial theorem masses above the
LCO-MVT line of the disk clouds. MVT-LCO loci of less luminous GC clouds are similar to the disk clouds,
while they shift upward with increasing LCO and with increasing dispersion in MVT.
3. Gravitational stability of the individual GC clouds was diagnosed. Most of the GC clouds are gravi-
tationally stable, being in equilibrium with the external pressure of intercloud medium, while some clouds
with intense CO emission are gravitationally unstable.
4. The gravitationally unstable clouds in the Galactic center follow the main ridge of intense CO emission,
part of which defines two rigidly-rotating molecular arms (Sofue 1995). This suggests that mechanisms such
as orbit crowding at the inner Lindblad resonance could promote gravitational instability.
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